Dear Liberals,
Just to set the record straight. "The 2nd Amendment was and should
always be to bare arms for it's people so that the Government is afraid of
it's people instead of a people that is afraid of it's Government. Baring
arms prevents a Government from becoming oppressive (Tyranny) to its'
people so that its' people remain FREE." Thomas Jefferson.
The democracy will cease to exist when you take away from those who are willing to work and give to
those who would not. -Thomas Jefferson
"Laws that forbid the carrying of arms..disarm only those who are neither inclined nor determined to
commit crimes. Such laws make things worse for the assaulted and better for the assailants; they serve
rather to encourage than prevent homicides, for an unarmed man may be attacked with greater
confidence than an armed one." - Thomas Jefferson quoting Cesare Beccaria, Criminologist in 1764. That
was 230 years ago. -Thomas Jefferson
"The constitutions of most of our states (and of the United States) assert that all power is inherent in the
people; that they may exercise it by themselves;
that it is their right and duty to be at all times armed; that they are entitled to freedom of person, freedom
of religion, freedom of property and freedom
of the press." Thomas Jefferson
"The beauty of the second amendment is that it will not be needed until they try to take it." -Thomas
Jefferson
The strongest reason for the people to retain the right to keep and bear arms is, as a last resort, to protect
themselves against tyranny in government.-Thomas Jefferson

You got to ask yourself, are the Liberals doing this
because they really care about people and your kids? If
they truly cared, they wouldn't have saddled
$17,000,000,000 onto your kids and grandchildren's
backs. IT'S for CONTROL and this is why they did FAST
& FURIOUS to try and get control inacted. Your Freedom
is being taken right away right in front of you!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Warm Regards,
Brad Barrows
Consistutionalist

